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Mr. W.S. Rogers
Institute of Current World Affairs
522 Fifth Avenueg
New York 36 N.Y.

Dear Mr. Rogers."

In studying and analyzing the medical ideas of a primitive tribe
one makes certain assumptionsg.implicitly or explicitly about the
mentality of the people. Early ethnologists ’ho rote notes on :primitive
medicine tended to assume th.t the mental processes of primi,ive man were
different fromthose of modern man. The theory proposed by-the French
anthropologist Levy-Bruhl that the reasoning of primitive people as
prelogical or mystical as widelyaccepted. A large part of pri:i-tive
medical customs were described as "magical" -ith the i::plication thatthey
were illogical and irrational. ,,ledical historians often made similar
assumptions in analyzing archaic documents. The late Professor J. tI.
Breasted in his classic translation and analysis of the Edwin Sr,:ith Surgical
Papyrus an .nc.ie nt E.ptian medical treatise was delihted -o i’ind a,n
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ancient. E.yptian doctor ho was beginning to think logically in terms
of cause and effect. The fullest account tO date of the medicine of
an African tribe is to be found in a book ,,rritten by Dr. !I,rley a-
missionary doctor, on the Jano Tribe of Liberia. Dr. ,-Iarley listed
a number of .[ano medical procedures as magical and irrational, tie
then went on to explain that from the native viewpoint these procedures
are rational. This. leads to the question of .,:hat r-e mean by "rational."

A convincing answer to this question was uresented by Professor
Evans-Pritchard in his book "Iitchcraft 0racles and Magic among the
Azande." In a society riddled with witchcraft and magic he found that
the medical reasoning :as logical enough if you considered th basic
beliefs of the people concerning human nature and supernatural forces.
Another student of primitive m.edicine Dr. E.tI. Ackerknecht went even
further in asserting the logical nature of primi...t.ive thought. In a
paper based on a wide study of other writings on..the subject he wrote:
’ the essential differences between primitive .and scientific thouht
lay not in the logical mechanisms but in the .dilffe:rence. of the premises.

One could even arue that one of the traitS whi.ch often separate
primitive from modern mentality is an exaggerati0n"Of logic in the
rimitive an obsession to find a cause everyvhere.; the absence of the
concept of ’accident.’"l

Persuaded b,y the arguments- of these:stud:nts.. I tentatively
accepted their view of priitive mentality as. an..i.assumpion on which to
base my own analysis. The field investigati0n-ibich I have so fo,r ca.rried
out has not contradicted ny assumption of the logical nature of primitive
thought but in the field of medicine certain., qualifications should be
made. In most tribes of .East Africa the disti.-nc-ion bet:een doctor and
layman-is not shar:,ly drawn. The adult men-ofi..i:-a..society usually under-
stand the medical theories and practices that preva.il in their tribe.
The medical thinking of these men provided they are responsible
intelligent members of the society is essentially logical ,nd conforms
to Ackerknecht’s description. Even when they consult a diviner or a
specialist with secret remedies they are acting rationally in accordance
,rith the belief held in their society that those .specialists have superior
knowledge or p.oers in certain matters jUSt as an American layman has
confidence in a qualified doctor without being able personally to judge
his competence.

The rationality of the primitive, specialist is a different
question. In manycses as ,ith the ,medicine men (qwatlarmo) of the
Gorowa Tribe (cf. RFG- 13) they seem to honestly .believe in their own
art of divining and from these premises their reasoning and actions are
logical. In tribes where .medical knowledge is concentrated in he hands
of doctors thou.gh the element of charlate,nry may and-Often doe. destroy
the logical consistency of the medical system.. To give en exe,:ule of
a custom that is found widely distributed in the ’rorld: many Zribes

l"Ntural Diseases and i"ational Treatment in Prin.itive :!edicine"
Bulletin of the Ilistory of Medicine Vol. 19 (1946) p. d.91.
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fhave the belie that a witch is able to "shoot" a foreign body into his
victim. The resulting sickness can only be cured if the foreign body
is removed. This is done by. a doctor rho usually sucks on the affected
part of the patient’s body and then spits out the foreign body--a trick
of legerdemain. A layman’s thinking in such a case might be c!uite
logicaly but,the procedure of the doctor can be nothing bu outri;ht
quackery. Inprimitive societies-the layman seems to be more rational
about medical mat+/-,erS than the doctor--a reversal of the conditions :’hich
are supposed to ]?revail ’n Western society.

The Sonjo have no doctors or diviners and fe therapeutic
specialists of any kind. As one. might expecty thereforey their medi-
cal lore .and practices are comparatively rational; they can usu.lly
give a reason for wht .they do. As I understand ity the main task in
analysing Sonjo mediciney then is to trace down the different practices
through the sequence of native reasoning to the uresuppositions on ’hich
.they.are based. As a matter of facty these presuppositions have more
in common with our on than with those of most African tribes. Their
vigorous tribal religion is based, on the belief in a single God s I
have described in previous field reuorts. The welfare of the tribe as
a whole and of each individual i dependent on the good .ill of this
God--Xambageu. Good health is considered to be the normal condition of
many bury judging from the -ording of some prayers it is also a blessing
bestowed by Xambageu. But he is thought of mainly as a guardian .spirit
ho protects .the people against the manifold dangers of sickness and
accident Which are present in the ’rorld. If an individual or a village
neglects the rites hich honor Xumbageu or disobey his co,.r,;.andments
he may withdra’ hi blessings or refuse his protection. .He-does not
seem to be a ven.;eful God who afflicts sinners vith.adversities.

Common sense teaches the Sonjoy like other peopley that if you
put your head in boiling ater it ,ill be. scoIded. Xamba:;eus providence
is not a substitute for discretion. He exects people to use their
knowledge and skill in avoiding injury and treating sicI;ness. But
human efforts alone are fruitless in the long run without his blessing.
Up .o this point there is no :reat, difi’er’ence between Sonjo uhilosophy
and our own. An American doctor can firmly believe that b,uman velfare
is ultimately in the hands of God and still carry on his r,ctice and
research on the highest scientific standards; t;.here is plenty of scope
for science short o’ the u,ltimate. ’,’ithin this field of limited cause
and effect the Sono have develo.ued a rudimentary theory of physiology
and therapy which they apply in much of their medical practice according
to rational principlesy but a gobd deal of it i-s si.mply empirical--it is

believed to work but they don’t hnow how or why.

The gastrointestinal tracty particularly the stomachy gall biaddery
and colony are held by the. Sonjo to be 0f central import.nce in the
cause of e.neral sickness. The digesting food in the stomach or the

fecal matter in the colon may go sour or become infested with worms and

poison the ehole body. To remedy these conditions emetics and purges
are u:ed libere,lly in variety of diseases. These medicines are

compounded of certain barks and roots.vhich are ground to povder or

infused in we,ter or meat broth. Some six or seven of these herbsy
raded according to the strength-of their .,ctiony are regarded as
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standard .remedies, r,-hile another dozen or so are knovn and used by
certain peoule on the basis of satisfactory results in the. past.
Bile is .regarded a a harmful substance which should normally be
retained within the gall bladder. As it is often found in the
vomitus brought up by emetics the Sonjo .reason that ’an important
action of these drugs is to remove harmi’ul bile.

Thin watery blood is thought to be an important factor in
any debilitating sickness which cannot be specifically diagnosed.
Several herbs are attributed with the proDerty of thickening the
bloqd. These are always mixed with meat broth, -.’d,ich is also taken
alone as a strengthening tonic. These blood-building remedies are
used not only in the treatment of disease, but also to give added
str.ength and. energy to warriors for dancing and hunting or, in the
old d,,ys, for warfare. Ielted fat from sheep or oats, especially
from the tail. of a. fat-tailed sheep, is also believed to thicken the
blood, but it has the specific effect of stopping hemorrhage, and so
it is more used in surgery and obstetrics than in. internal medicine.

bost of the remaining medicinal herbs fll in the group of
febrifuge remedies, ,fala.ria and other fevers are believed to be
caused by hot. blood, which must be cooled if the patient is to be
cured; but they have no elaborate theory of heat and cold as important
factors causing disease. Several of the "cooling" herbs are also
recognized as remedies for cough. One of these called toro, is the
Sonjoequivalent of our aspirin. I is widely used for colds and for
omr resPiratory ini’ections o,nd fevers mixed ,ith milk for. children
and :ith meat broth for adults.

It will be apparent that.the Sonjo do not distinguish by name
a .large .number of diseases but’ rather they tend to group a variety
of conditions into a few broad classes, which are believed to have an
essetial +/-’actor in common.. Some diseases, however, have such
pathognomonic symotoms that" they orce recognition as separate entities..

Of the common childhood diseases, mumps, and chic!c.enpox seem .to have been

prevalent.and have native nmnes. Both are recognized as self-li,.iting
diseases and are not treated specifically. The Sonjo consider small pox
to be a foreign disease and know i- only by ts Swahili name.--.nd.ui.
If they ,,ere involved in th,e epidemic which swet throu:h the ,asai in

1888 the event is no longer remembered. Anthrax has a high incidence
in Sonjo and they have wort;.ed out a definit,e regime of treetmenZ, but
have no theory of its cause and do not associate it with goats. Anthrax
in children (morimu)is. thought to. be different from the disease in

adults (--:--n. children treatment is. directed mainly to .the. lesion
with the object of removing the core from the pustule. Adults are
treated .with herbs taken by mouth. With the exception of scabies in

children, .:hich is treated with a soapy tree sap that is also used for

defleaing young oats, skin diseases are neglected. Considering the

1.ack of personal cleanliness .it..is surprising that so few advanced

skin conditions are seen.

I.elted animal fat eaten in large qua.ntities is the prime remedy

in wounds,, or wherever there is bleeding, because of its supposed
hemostatic effect. Another surgical .medicine is the seeds of a ild
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grass called xasi, which are ground and applied locally for the purDose
of promoting healing and preventing sepsis. Xasi powder is also mixed
with the water that a surgical patient drinks for the same purpose. It
is very extensively used and every homestead possesses a jar of the dry
seeds which are collected and stored when the grass-ripens. The Sonjo
know how to close lacerations by pinning the skin edges together with
thorns. The thor,n skewer is held in place by a figure-of-eight suture
of animal-tail hair around the protruding ends. Fractures are treated
with splints-of sticks and leather. To my knoledge no fracture occurred
during my, stay but i was shown splints which had been successfully used
and tlen put aside for future cases. A brother-in-law of nDr guide Gidiya
had fallen from.a-tree while putting up a bee live about two years previously
and fractured his femur, tie vas ca,rried home on a litter and the thigh
was bound in long splints extendin well below the knee. Leather thongs
were tied to his toes and attached to a peg at the foot of his sleeping
skin; this helped to immobilize the leg and exerted some traction on the
disal fragment. Ite states t]..a he was walking on the leg about three
months afZer the accident. At present he union is firm and the leg,
serviceable but there is bowing-of about ten degrees

The Sonjo .approach most o’ their problems in the field .of general
medicine and surgery in this same spirit of common sense. Starting from
their presuppositions concerning map..and, the universe and from a few ideas
about physiology and herapeUtics which they accept as axiomatic--and hich
.are at least plausible to a scientifically unsophisticated mind--they reason
logically from their clinical data and act rationally as well as they are
able to. There is no. spiri of dogmaim and no cocIsureness about
diagnosis a.nd. prognosis. After all that is humanly p,ossible has been
done %he fate of a sicI; person still rests with Xambageu. Te prayers
and relilg.ious ritesvhich are frequently performed are as important for
individual and community health as medical knowledge and skill.

AS might be expected from this sensible attitude there is little
scope f"or witchcraft in Sonjo medicine. Occasionally a sick chil-d is
believed to have been besmirched by the evil eye. Then the allegedwitch
is persuaded to remove the spell by spitting on the child and blessing it
end the child recovers. No case of a fatal bewitching occurred during
my visit inSonjo. There is good evidence th.t belief in witchcraft has
declined in recent times vith the increase in intensity of the Xambageu
cul Some of the elders can reu.ember atiu.e when all the witches of a

village xrho were suspected of practicin witchcraf’t during the year were
called tagether on a certain day and fined six goats apiece. A certain
amount of faded lore about witchcraft remains but it no longer causes
much fear and is not an important element in Sonjo medicine.

Another common East African institution x,hich is ;’ea.ly reuresented
muon the ,"onjo is the cult of ancestor sirits In theory ancestral
ghosts are capable of causing harm o heir descendants but they are
rarely citedas a cause of sickness except in the special case of childbirth
as I hall mention later. The Sonjo share the beliefs of other tribes
tha.t life continues after death in the form of hado ghosts who have
rather crochety dispositions and hnve no special rc.lationship to Xembageu-.
There in n,lso an eschatolo-"calx element in Sonjo theolo according to

whichambageu Will return to:4arth as a savior at %he end of the orld.
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The belief is that he will recognize all-true Sonjo by. a. scar underthe
left breast -ith which they are marked in childhood. If this myth were
strictly interpreted,, only the generation of’.Sonjo who happen to be
living at the end of the world would be saved, but there is a feeling
that all members of the tribe, past, present, and future, ill be
rewarded for their faith. The virioka are not thou:ht of as par.ici-
paring in the general resurrection.. They probably represent an older
traditional belief which has not yet been assimilated to the religion of
Xambageu. It is not unusual, in any religion for contradictory beli.efs
concerning surviving souls and the her.eafter to exist, side by side.

In Western medicine the opinion .is generally held that childbirth
is a normal physiological function; but obstetricians ’ho deal with
complications of pregnancy and gynecologists who patch up the aftereffects
sometimes view parturition as a pathological process. The Sonjo adhere
to the first opinion, but they do not consider obstetrics as a branch..of
medical science. There are no professional midwives.in the .tribe, but
most of the older women are vrsed in the art.. The midwifery policy is
one of watchful waiting. The patient is given advice and encouragement,
but manipulative procedures are seldom attempted. If a labor is unusually
dit"ficult it is because certa.in rites were neglected during the pregnancy.
If a woman’s co.ndition becomes serious, there is strong suspicion that she
has. committed adultery. If she dies in childbirth, it is kno-,n for.certain
that she. has been an unfaithful ,rife. On the other hand, if a roman delivers
her baby normally it proves that she xas a faithful ife. Adultery is the
only recognized causeof death at childbirth, and it inevitably results in
death unless the’ errant Woman confesses her sin and is uurified in time.
She must confess to-her husband, rho r.).aythen order urification medicine
which involves the sacrifice of a gbat. No one else can do this [’or he,.
and if the husband refuses the ,’-oman is lost. Adultery is reg.rded as
very shameful behavior an.,/ women are reluctant to confe;s this sin until it
is absolutely necessary. If a woman, obstinately denies her uilt right
up to her death, it seems obvious to her neighbors theft she preferred
death to making her shame.public.

The Sonjo regard the punishment for adultery as automatic retribution
for sin and are not much concerned ,,’ith the .actual pathological mechanism
of the death. When they are pressed’for explanation they state that the
agents hich prevent the successful birth are virioka. A child who is
born of an adulterous mother o.fter she had confessed must undergo further
purification rites if’ it is to grow up and develop normally. If these
rites are neglected the child may develop epilepsy or mental deficiency
or other abnormality. This belief proviles an explanation for almo.st any.
congenital defect which may afflic a child. The complex’of ideas"about
adultery are not connected ,ith the Xambageu reli,:.ffion. These ideas ’.ere.

,probably stron:ly entrenched in the society before the cult of .,,mbaeu arose,
but unlik witchcraft beliefs they have,not been ,:eo.!;ened by or
assi::]ilated to this cult.

There are. no real food taboos amon,.the o""onjo,, thouh,,.: certoin

foods, such as fish, are not co’nnidered fit for uman cons:tion. The
only taboo, apart from stricti3 reli/ious injunctions, r-,:nich brin_.’s serious

harm to the transgressor is a .orohibition ,ga.inrt ma.rr)in:; ",..omen of the

bl.,,cksmith’s clan. This ta,boo .as bro!..:en several ti::es in recent 5ea.rs
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with fatal results and it is now rigidly-observed.

The my.ths. of Xamba.eu give divine sanction to many of the
customs of daily life The use of di,o’in.:,5 sticks, methods of irrigatio.n
the .herding. of oats, and so forth were commanded by Xambageu while he
,,,cs on earth., So long as an individual observes these customs does
not profane sprin.vs, temples and other sacred places ndparticiDates
in the dances and rites honoring Xambageu, he is reasonably confident
that he will be .protected against serious sickness or other misfortune.
Le.:-zser troubles can be dealt .-ith by Sonjomedicine. The ways of
Xambageu are not quite as inscrutable-as those of Jehovah, but still it
is realized that he sometimes allo,s persons of blameless lives to sicken
and die’.

There is little in the traditional be!iefs of the on30 which
,:ould hinder their acceptance of" modern medical services if they became
,vailable. They seem to look on Western medicine no$ as a form of mgic
bu as sinilar in kind. to their own; perhaps more eff’ecZive in he treamen
of some diseases. Their conZac ’ith it has been sli:h as yet. The
rather primitive governmen dispensary dispenses :.antimalarial drugs and

inied amount of sulfonomides. A few advanced cases of tuberculosis
have been s,n to the district hospital where. ;ome o: bhe;: have died.
In ,short t,e’ onjo hc:,ve no yet a:,,akened Zo tke beneVita_ ..wlich can be
e:;ected, of’ moc’ern medicine. This realization will.undoubted].y come as
nedical i’aciliies are made available.

Sincerely

Robert F. rcoy.

Received New York 2/21/56.


